
Learn how to generate more effective asks 
using graph analytics

Are you overlooking
valuable prospects

in your CRM?

With Jason Cromarty
Co-Founder @ Psithur



About Our
Company

We aim to revolutionise the way prospect research and
sales teams leverage data to grow their pipelines 

Graph technology company

Founded 2021

Headquartered in Canberra, Australia

Leadership team has 30+ yrs combined experience in software
development, data engineering, sales&marketing, business
analysis & operations



Our Team

Jason Cromarty
Co-Founder

10+yrs experience in
R&D, technology
scouting and business
analysis

Felix Barbalet
Co-Founder

10+yrs experience
software dev. & data
engineering
Founder Pivotal Analytics

Kat Widomski
Vice-President 
Sales & Marketing

Experienced sales and
marketing executive with
a proven track record
SaaS sales SME



Wanting more
from your CRM?

HINT- you don't need a new CRM!

How do I find and qualify leads that matter most?

How do I convert promising leads, at scale?



Graph has arrived...

Leading market research says by 2025, graph technologies will be used
in the majority of data and analytics innovations

Many common online services are powered by graph technologies,
examples include; Google Search Engine, LinkedIn connection
recommendations and UberEats meal recommendations and Gmail
autocomplete feature

Graph is the next technology to become mainstream..



Graph Analytics (techniques for exploration)

Graph Database Management Systems (DBMS)
The underlying technology for graph

Knowledge Graphs (Nodes & Relationships +
Meaning (aka 'Semantic Layer')

Node

Edge/Connection

Graph Artificial Intelligence (Automation, Prediction -
supervised and unsupervised learning)

Graph 101
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Our vision for 2025

DATA

GRAPH

ANALYTICS



- Your prospecting data (CRM)
- Your customer data
- Subscription/public data
- Sense-making of your data (NLP)

Data-driven prospecting in 2025
DATA

ANALYTICS
- Business Intelligence+
- Visualisation; Relationship Mapping, Critical-Path Analysis,
finding influential prospects
- Predictions; propensity, next-best-action 
- Crowd-sourced data analytics

GRAPH
- The flexible technology foundation for your data-driven
prospecting

DATA

GRAPH

ANALYTICS
YOUR GEMS



How could Graph help get more
from my CRM?

Amplifies value from your data

Deeper understanding of your prospects

Grow your prospect pipeline

More successful asks!



Where do I start?
Analytics for action, at scale!

Make your data even more valuable

What data quality improvements are
needed to achieve success?

- Campaign pipeline strategy
- ID a strategy-aligned core-business
problem to address with a POC/trial

Insight and
Prediction

Enrichment

Data Quality

NOW

Visualisation See your data come to life with
relationship mapping



Key takeaways

Graph will make interacting with your CRM go from 'dial-up' to
lightning fast high-definition!

Your CRM is great - you just need another way of looking at it

Graph gives you a way to see the hidden opportunities and
insights in your CRM database

Graph has arrived and will soon be mainstream



Thank You
www.psithur.com

hello@psithur.com

@psithur


